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WAKO IF REFEREE SEMINAR FOR 
TATAMI, RING & WAKO PRO 

Dear Friends, 

its our pleasure to invite You for WAKO International Referee seminar, which will be held in 
Slovakia, close to capital city of Bratislava in a multifunctional resort for sports and 
relaxation- X-bionic® sphere, Olympic training center.  All seminars will be lead by WAKO IF 
and EU chiefs of committee for tatami and ring sports. We are looking forward to seeing You 
soon in Slovakia!  

Slovak kickboxing Union 

26.-28.5.2023 SLOVAKIA -   Šamorín 

c

TATAMI by: 

Brian Beck

Eleftheria Panagopoulou  

RING by: 

Yury Lahtikov

Sami Savo

Michaela Zavoral Kovacova

WAKO PRO by: 

Srdjan Bugarcic

SPORDATA

 
 

 

LINK 

REGISTRATION

TATAMITATAMI

WAKO PROWAKO PRO

RINGRING

WHERE
Sphere,

Samorin,
SLOVAKIA

 
X Bionic
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Accommodation: 

The x-bionic® sphere resort was established on the 
basis of an idea of creating exceptional conditions for 
anyone who likes to engage in sports, but also enjoys 
quality relaxation, gastronomy and meaningful leisure 
time. In addition to top-class Olympic sports and 
equipment, visitors can find a wide range of recreation 
possibilities according to their taste and mood. 

ACCOMMODATION: All hotel rooms are 
spacious, tastefully furnished and equipped with 
the latest information technology. Through this 
technology, guests will be able to find out in 
advance everything about the planned activities 
and events taking place throughout the 
resort.Each room has free Wi-Fi access. Parking 
in the resort is free of charge for our visitors. All 
rooms are non-smoking.  

TRAVEL  information: The ideal location of the 
resort guarantees easy accessibility from 
Bratislava (30 min.), Vienna (60 min.) and 
Budapest (120 min.) and through their 
international airports also from other European 
metropolises or the entire world. 

 
FOOD - FULL BOARD: Olym-Pick restaurants 
brings you a wide selection of dishes and drinks of 

your choice. The offer includes pasta of   

 

in various 

ways, genuine Italian risotto,

 

crunchy

 

pizza,

 

meals

 prepared on a lava grill or international cuisine.

 

26.-28.5.2023 SLOVAKIA 

 

PRICE FOR SEMINAR: 
Price per person  include - All seminars from Friday till Sunday, 190 EUR
accommodation, full board, free parking, free entry to the gym, 
discount for Wellness and Aqua world 
in X- bionic sphere and small present for All referees.

Transport: We are able to provide transport from Vienna airport 
/Bratislava airport/ train station - For price and order contact us!

For more information please contact: michaela.kovacova@wako.sport

 
please provide payment before arrival to our bank account:

IBAN: SK83 7500 0000 0040 08062802, 

BIC (SWIFT): CEKOSKBX

Reference/Note for the payment: REF_+ your name
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Payment :

International   WAKO  REFEREE Seminar  
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